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Close Relative Disclosure Form (Please return only if applicable)
INSTRUCTIONS: Complete this form if you have a close relative who works at Humboldt State University. As used here, a close relative is defined as a parent, child, grandparent, grandchild, sibling, uncle, aunt, nephew, niece, first cousin, spouse, registered domestic partner, step-parent, step-child, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, and by guardianship and/or adoption or a person residing in the immediate household except live-in household employees or roomers. Relatives of domestic partners shall be treated as relatives of spouses. 
 
POLICY: Each applicant for employment at Humboldt State University is evaluated, appointed or promoted on the basis of his/her individual qualifications. While there is no blanket prohibition against the employment of close relatives, except as approved by Human Resources, no individual shall be appointed or promoted to a position in which he/she will be under the direct supervision of a close relative. Further, a close relative may not participate in a decision to appoint or promote a close relative. 
 
PROCEDURE: In order to enforce the above policy, all applicants for appointment or promotion shall be required to answer the following question on the University's Employment Application: 
INSTRUCTIONS: Complete this form if you have a close relative who works at Humboldt State University. As used here, a close relative is defined as a parent, child, grandparent, grandchild, sibling, uncle, aunt, nephew, niece, first cousin, spouse, registered domestic partner, step-parent, step-child, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, and by guardianship and/or adoption or a person residing in the immediate household except live-in household employees or roomers. Relatives of domestic partners shall be treated as relatives of spouses.  POLICY: Each applicant for employment at Humboldt State University is evaluated, appointed or promoted on the basis of his/her individual qualifications. While there is no blanket prohibition against the employment of close relatives, except as approved by Human Resources, no individual shall be appointed or promoted to a position in which he/she will be under the direct supervision of a close relative. Further, a close relative may not participate in a decision to appoint or promote a close relative.  PROCEDURE: In order to enforce the above policy, all applicants for appointment or promotion shall be required to answer the following question on the University's Employment Application: 
Do you have any close relatives who are currently employees of the University?
Do you have any close relatives who are currently employees of the University?
Individuals who respond "Yes" to the above question shall complete this Close Relative Disclosure Form. The completed form will be reviewed by Human Resources to determine whether appointment of the applicant to the requested vacancy would violate the above policy. Under such circumstances, Human Resources determines an appropriate course of action. 
 
Questions regarding completion of the Close Relative Disclosure Form may be directed to Human Resources at 707.826.3626. 
Individuals who respond "Yes" to the above question shall complete this Close Relative Disclosure Form. The completed form will be reviewed by Human Resources to determine whether appointment of the applicant to the requested vacancy would violate the above policy. Under such circumstances, Human Resources determines an appropriate course of action.  Questions regarding completion of the Close Relative Disclosure Form may be directed to Human Resources at 707.826.3626. 
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	Select this box to indicate that you have one or more close relatives who are currently employees of the University: 
	Insert your first and last name: 
	Insert the position for which you are applying: 
	Insert the department of the position for which you are applying: 
	Insert the job number of the position for which you are applying: 
	Insert the first and last name of the close relative (1) currently employed by the University: 
	Insert the department name of the close relative (1) currently employed by the University: 
	Insert the relationship of the close relative (1) to you: 
	Insert the first and last name of the close relative (2) currently employed by the University: 
	Insert the department name of the close relative (2) currently employed by the University: 
	Insert the relationship of the close relative (2) to you: 
	Insert the first and last name of the close relative (3) currently employed by the University: 
	Insert the department name of the close relative (3) currently employed by the University: 
	Insert the relationship of the close relative (3) to you: 
	Please print and sign: 
	Select the date of signature from the drop down menu: 
	Select this box to indicate agreement with the following:  I am submitting this application electronically without a signature. Despite the lack of a signature, I certify that the information contained in the application is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. If I continue in the selection process, I will provide a signed application to HSU. : 



